Anode processes during pilot arcing in cutting torch
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Abstract: The effect of the cutting plasma torch parameters on the behavior of the anode attachment
in the pilot arc regime was investigated by means of imaging with a CCD camera together with a
synchronous recording of the arc voltage. The pilot arc is an arc in a restrike mode with saw-tooth
voltage fluctuations and with an anode spot fixed at the same position for many periods of the restrike
process.
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1. Introduction
Plasma cutting torches are widely used in industry for
metal fabrication. In the plasma cutting process a transferred electric arc constricted by the nozzle is established
between the cathode and the workpiece, which serves as an
anode. The cutting process is starting from ignition of the
low current pilot arc between the cathode and nozzle of the
torch. The plasma forming gas blows the pilot arc out the
torch. If the work piece is in right position, the arc attaches
the cut material, the work piece becomes the anode and the
main current is set in the electrode-material gap. A
high-temperature, high-velocity (mostly supersonic)
plasma jet is moved along the material, melting and removing it according to the desired shape. This process can
be applied in relatively high range of metal plate thickness
from thin sheets to sheets with a width of several tens of
millimetres [1-2].
Much attention is paid to processes taking place on the
cathode [3-4] or on cut material [5-6]. There are just few
investigations, which look into the anode processes in the
cutting torch at the moment of pilot arcing [7]. However,
the pilot arcing regime is crucial for erosion of the nozzle
surface and its life time. The eroded nozzle may change the
behaviour of the generated plasma jet and thus the cutting
performance. This work is devoted to processes taking
place on the nozzle of the cutting torch during pilot arcing.
2. Experimental setup
The experiments were performed using a Fronius plasma
cutting torch with an arc current up to 30 A. The ignition of
the torch is carried out by a contact between the cathode
and the nozzle. At the moment of arc establishing plasma
forming medium pushes the cathode away from the nozzle
and blows the pilot arc out of the torch chamber. Current of
the pilot arc in the present study was set to 13 A. The
plasma torch body was modified to allow pressure measurement in the arc chamber by a pressure gauge. The
chamber pressure was monitored and adjusted by a computer.

The main diagnostics technique in this work was imaging
of the pilot arc established between the cathode and nozzle
of the torch synchronised with an arc voltage measurement.
Images were captured by fast shutter CCD camera Sensicam (by PCO AG) with multiple exposure. Different angles of the camera with respect to the torch axis were tested.
Eventually two camera positions were chosen, which
turned out to be the best for the further analysis (Fig. 1):
the side view perpendicular to the torch axis to see the
main arc column together with the anodic jet and the front
view with a mask to eliminate luminosity of the main
column for observation of position of the arc spot on the
nozzle surface. For other positions the luminosity of the
main arc column was so high that it was impossible to
observe the anode spot on the nozzle surface with the
anodic jet. Several sets of parameters were used for different cases to observe the object of interest. Camera ran in
two or three shut modes with fixed intervals between following shots. Exposure time was varied between 0.5 and 1
µs to get an instant arc appearance, while delay time between subsequent shots was set in the range from 10 µs to
1 ms. Such choice of delay time allowed to correlate the
obtained images with the corresponding voltage traces and
to estimate the anode spot life time. The synchronised

Fig.1 Experimental arrangement for both camera positions: side and front view with a mask

measurement of wave form of voltage between the cathode
and nozzle was done by digital storage oscilloscope LeCroy WaveRunner LT 264M.
3. Results and discussion
Fig 2 shows an example of the obtained results, which
were used for further analyses. Fig 2 a) shows the results
of the side view photography with the corresponding
voltage trace. The image was done in two shut mode with
exposure time of 0.5 µs and a delay of 3 µs. Vertical arrows
indicate moments of the camera shooting. The delay time
between two exposures was less than one period of arc
fluctuations. The obtained image reflects movement of the
arc column within this time interval, while the anode spot
was fixed at one point on the nozzle surface. By varying
the delay between two shots, the movement of the anode
spot on the nozzle surface could be visualized. A series of
500 pictures was captured and analyzed for each set of
parameters. The analysis involved two methods: visual
observation and counting of a number of anode spots on
the nozzle surface to estimate anode spot life time and
statistical processing of the images to characterize general
arc behavior. The method of statistical processing is de-

scribed elsewhere [8]. Fig. 2 b) shows a front view for
three shut mode with a delay of 50 and 1000 µs. These two
images reflect two opposite situations: when the anode
spot sticks at the same position during the whole time of
image capturing and when it moves on the anode surface.
The front view images were processed at the same way as
the side view images.
In arc plasmas, gas flow, electromagnetic forces and
thermal energy transport processes govern the shape and
the behaviour of the arc [9]. In the case of the pilot arc,
ones the arc is established a strong flow of the cold plasma
forming gas does not let the arc root fixed inside the torch.
The arc is blown out and the anodic spot sticks on the
external nozzle surface, where it can be observed. Thus,
the arc which was first stabilized by a nozzle wall, becomes a free burning arc in the flow of plasma gas. A
typical pattern of the arc voltage is shown in Fig. 2. The
observed voltage fluctuations were not connected with
characteristic ripple of the power source, which was very
low, but were driven by gas and arc dynamics. The observed regular saw-tooth fluctuations of the arc voltage are
caused by periodic movement of pilot arc in restrike mode.
This regime is characterised by slow increase of the voltage following by fast voltage drop accompanied by a
formation of a new arc column. The side view image
shows development of the arc during one period of the
restrike process. Two images overlap each other, but it is
easy to distinguish between them and correlate with the
voltage trace. Luminous main arc column without darker
expansion zone indicates that the plasma flow at the torch
exit is subsonic. The main arc column is surrounded by a
layer of colder plasma forming gas flowing with high
velocity outwards. The arc attachment is constricted. The

a)

b)
Fig.2 An example of pilot arc images: a) from aside with
waveform of voltage; b) front view for different delay.

Fig.3 Pilot arc images with corresponding waveform of
voltage (three shot mode).

whole arc current coming into the anode is collected in the
anodic spot. This phenomenon leads to a formation of
strong anodic jet, which flows perpendicular to the nozzle
surface and concurrently with the main arc column. Electromagnetic forces induce these two parts of the arc to
repel each other. The arc crosses the layer of cold gas at a
position which is determined by interaction of electromagnetic forces and drag force of the plasma gas. These
forces push the arc column downstream the nozzle with the
speed of around 700 m/s. Thus the length of both the main
arc column and the anodic jet changes during the delay
time, which corresponds to increase of the arc voltage. The
anodic spot stays at the same position during image capturing at some distance from the nozzle. As the anodic spot
is fixed at the front nozzle surface, the plasma forming gas
does not blow around it. The anodic jet is formed by the
vapor of the nozzle material, which is melted and evaporated due to high temperature at the anodic spot, mixing
with the surrounding atmosphere.
In the following experiments the life time of the anodic
spot was investigated for different operation conditions.
Analysis of the images and voltage traces shows that the
life time of the anode spot considerably exceeds the time of
one period of saw-tooth voltage fluctuations, which characterises the restrike process. Fig. 3 shows the behaviour
of the arc during 250 µs. The arrows reflect the moment of

camera shutting, which operated in three shot mode with a
delay of 120 µs. The image shows that the anodic spot
stays at the same position within the time of image capturing despite of continuous voltage fluctuations having a
pattern typical for restrike. The reconnection of the current
path takes place between the main arc column and the
anodic jet. Formation of the new current path is caused by
coupling of two main factors: voltage difference between
the main arc column and the arc attachment and heating of
the gas in the arc vicinity.
A characteristic life time of the anodic spot was evaluated
from images by varying the delay time between two or
three images in multi exposure mode and by counting the
number of anode spots on each image. Fig. 4 shows a result
of such evaluation from 500 photos for two cases: side
view in two shot mode and front view in three shot mode.
‘No anode spot’ means that either it was difficult to distinguish a number of the spots or that no spot was observed.
From Fig 4 a) follows that the characteristic life time in
this regime was between 100 and 250 µs because for 100

a)
a)

side view images, two shot mode.

b) front view images, three shot mode.
Fig.4 Percentage of images with particular number of anodic spots for different delay between images.

side view images

Fig.5 Effect of pressure inside the torch chamber on
the shape of the jet and its fluctuations.

Fig. 6 Effect of pressure inside the torch on percentage of number of images with one anodic spot in
two shot mode for two delays.

µs delay and lower mostly single anode spot was observed,
while for 250 µs and higher double spot images prevailed.
The same tendency follows from the front view images in
three shot mode. Here for 10 µs delay the single spot mode
dominated, some two spot images were observed and very
few images with three spots. On the other hand, higher
delay time shows that two spots appeared most often during 300 µs of image capturing, which confirm the estimated characteristic life time of the anodic spot. It should
be noted that this value confirms that the anodic spot survives for many periods of arc voltage fluctuation. The arc
sticks at the same point on the anode surface until some
distortions or fluctuations force it to jump to another position. These jumps are irregular. In rare instances the spot
life time is as small as one period of arc fluctuations and
sometimes it can even reach as much as 1 ms. This result
corresponds to the anodic spot life time for another cutting
torch obtained from the analysis of images in [7], where it
was also in order of hundreds of microseconds as well.
Effect of pressure inside the torch chamber on pilot arc
behaviour is shown in Fig. 5 and 6. These figures represent
an analysis of side view images. Increase of the pressure
results in increase of the voltage due to arc prolongation,
which is evident from the shape of the jet (Fig. 5). Intensity
of the brightness deviation reflects plasma fluctuations [8].
Increase of chamber pressure resulted in change of the
plasma flow dynamic. Darker regions, which can be seen
in the luminous jet at the torch exit on images at higher
pressures, indicate existence of the expansion zone typical
for a supersonic flow. Thus the plasma flow changed from
subsonic for 2.25 bar to supersonic for higher pressures
accompanied by increase of fluctuations. However, since
the number of images with one spot almost does not
change for both delays despite observed big difference in
the flow behaviour (Fig. 6), the chamber pressure does not
affect the anodic spot life time.
Under the normal operation conditions the surface of the
nozzle is not uniform, but exhibits some heterogeneities,

a)
b)
Fig.7 Effect of nozzle surface roughness on the anode spot
behavior:
a) anodic spot on the smooth nozzle surface;
b) plasma fluctuations evaluated from side view images for
the case when surface irregularity takes place

which arise either during pilot arc procedure or due to
metal drops hit the nozzle surface during piercing. Fig. 7
illustrates an effect of nozzle surface nonuniformity on the
anodic spot position. The first image shows a result of
statistical processing of the anodic spot position for the
new nozzle with smooth surface. The anodic spot moved
evenly around the nozzle. The second image shows anodic
spot behaviour for the case when some surface irregularity
happens. In this case the anodic spot was observed mostly
at the position of irregularity. Thus, as soon as any surface
irregularity appears at the nozzle surface, the arc keeps
returning to this place.
Conclusions
In the present paper the pilot arc regime in the cutting
torch was studied. It was observed that the pilot arc is an
arc in restrike mode in which voltage drop is mostly caused
by a formation of a new current path between the main arc
column and the anode attachment. It was observed that the
surface morphology is a defining factor, which governs
anodic spot behaviour. The anodic spot stays at the same
position on the nozzle surface for many periods of voltage
fluctuations. The arc root jumps to another position occasionally mostly to the places with some surface irregularity.
The residence time of anode spot in one position does not
depend on the chamber pressure.
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